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Introduction
Innovative biological drugs, which have been introduced on
the market in the past 20 to 30 years,1 make up, in terms of
numbers, no more than 2 per cent2 of the WHO Model List of
Essential Medicines but, in terms of cost, account for 15 per
cent to 20 per cent of national drug expenditure.
The high price of biological drugs stems mainly from two
new factors: first, a change in the pharmaceutical industry’s
approach to price-setting and, secondly, the introduction of
additional barriers to the entry of generics into the market. In
any debate on the impossibility of producing “identical”
drugs, it should be made clear that what is at stake is not
identical products but therapeutic equivalents. What matters
to the patient, after all, is whether or not the drug can prevent, cure or mitigate the effects of the illness.

Over the past 40 years, transnational pharmaceutical
companies have used specious arguments based on quality standards or intellectual property rights to attack and
disparage generic drugs in a bid to defend their highly
lucrative monopolies. The pharmaceutical industry is
currently waging a war against competition from generic
biological drugs on the pretext of upholding “technical
and scientific standards”.

“Biological medicines are those in which active protein
substances are extracted from living organisms, and are
then purified and modified using advanced biotechnology. Because biological drugs derive from living organisms, they are characterized by more complex structures
and functions, and higher molecular weight, than chemically synthesized drugs. There is no consensus on the
difference in meaning between “biological” and
“biotechnological”, consequently these terms tend to be
used interchangeably” [unofficial translation].3
Biological drugs, made from active protein substances
that are reproduced through biotechnological methods,
are increasingly used worldwide to treat arthritis, diabetes, cancer, haemophilia, multiple sclerosis, hepatitis and
a number of rare diseases. By contrast, most drugs in use
20 years ago were either plant-derived or chemically synthesized. According to industry forecasts, pharmaceutical
sales are expected to grow annually by 6.3 per cent between 2016 and 2022, when they should total US$ 1.12
trillion in sales, with biological drugs making up 50 per
cent of the market.4
Whether or not there is an adequate supply of generic
biological drugs available will be crucial to ensuring the
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economic viability of health systems in both developing
and developed countries.

I. The Problem of Patents and Data Exclusivity
As we know, the discovery of an innovative product
entitles the originator company to take out a patent
protecting the product for a minimum of 20 years after
its release. At the end of that period, the product falls
into the public domain and may be marketed by other
companies. When a patent is registered, the data on the
product becomes public knowledge but the originator
may deny any other company the right to market the
product for the duration of the patent in a specified
territory.
Once the patent on a medicine expires, other companies are entitled to market products containing the
same active principle. These drugs are known as
“generics”. Prior to the marketing of a generic, studies
must be carried out to demonstrate that it is equivalent
to the innovative product.
Since most biological drugs remain under patent
protection for at least 20 years, laboratories are able to
establish monopolies, frequently setting very high prices, as is the case with many recent cancer drugs.5 Previously, when most drugs were chemically synthesized,
the pharmaceutical industry set prices based on the
estimated cost of research and development (R&D).
Today, prices are no longer determined by production
costs but by the supposed “value” of the medicine or its
effects on or benefits to society. This new price-setting
trend threatens the economic viability of the health systems.
Another way to extend monopolies is via “data exclusivity” (or “data protection”), a concept that certain
governments, especially those of the United States and
the European Union (EU), have included in bilateral
trade agreements.
Data exclusivity is a practice whereby national drug
regulatory authorities deny access to the registration
files of an innovative product to any company seeking
to market a therapeutically equivalent generic version,
for a fixed period of time (five, eight or more years).
Data exclusivity, which is different from a patent, can
have a major impact in countries where the product is
not protected by a patent, giving rise to the same type
of monopolies as patents do.
The type of data covered by exclusivity clauses includes reports on clinical trials and all the other information that pharmaceutical companies must submit to
national regulatory authorities in order to register a
new medicine that they wish to introduce on the market.6
Multinationals have been pushing to obtain exclusive rights over data on their clinical trials in order to
delay the entry into the market of competitor generics.
In addition to patents and data exclusivity, various leg-
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islation exists, for instance in the United States and the
EU, granting further market protection in the form of an
extra period of time during which authorization to sell a
generic is denied.
Chemically synthesized generics have played, and will
continue to play, an important role in providing access to
medicines in markets dominated by patent-protected
drugs that are often priced beyond the means of individuals or health systems. Many countries are striving to ensure broader access to medicines by marketing generics
since a sufficient supply of both chemically synthesized
and biological products is fundamental to the survival of
health systems in both developed and developing countries.
It is estimated that by 2020, half of the biological drugs
that currently generate multimillion-dollar profits for
transnational corporations will go off patent.7 Some patents have already expired, which means that the drugs in
question may be reproduced freely unless regulatory barriers are introduced that block or limit their marketing.
There is an ongoing debate leading to much confusion
over how national regulatory authorities should set standards for the approval of “biosimilars”, “bioequivalents”,
“biogenerics” or simply biological generics.

II. Why Are Generic Drugs the “Same” and
Biosimilars only “Similar” to their Corresponding Reference Products?
The World Health Organization refers to “similar biotherapeutic products”, whereas the EU and the European
Medicines Agency (EMA) refer to “biosimilars” or
“similar biological medicinal products”. In the United
States, the same medicines are known as “follow-on biologics” or “follow-on protein products”.8
II.1
icines

Chemically Synthesized versus Biological Med-

Biological drugs are characterized by a more complex
structure and a higher molecular weight than chemically
synthesized ones. Thus, their design, characterization,
production, storage and conservation can all be more
complicated. Most chemically synthesized medicines are
administered orally, whereas biological drugs are always
administered via injection or infusion in a hospital environment.
The regulations governing biological products also
seem more complex than those applicable to smaller molecules of chemical origin. This is largely because WHO
has not set global standards and countries like the United
States have adopted their own norms for both types of
product.9
According to Marie A. Vodicka, biological drugs were
not included in the “Hatch-Waxman” (1984) norms applicable to generics simply because, at the time, the science
for these products was not sufficiently advanced.10 In the
past 30 years, however, biotechnology has made considerable progress and there is now more evidence supporting
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the possibility of reproducing biological products.11
II.2

Position of the Pharmaceutical Industry

According to the Swiss corporation Hoffmann La
Roche:
“The production of monoclonal antibodies involves a highly complex process that relies on an
exclusive bank of master cells to which the originator holds the property rights. It also involves
procedures that are controlled by the originator.
Such antibodies cannot therefore be reproduced
by another company (…) It is impossible to create
an identical monoclonal antibody since the process uses a different cell line, and the antibody’s
final characteristics depends entirely on that process.”
By comparison, products made from small molecules can be reproduced relatively easily by
chemical synthesis. These copies are known as
generics. A complex biological product such as a
monoclonal antibody cannot be copied. Biogenerics do not exist. This term leads to confusion, is
scientifically incorrect and should not be used.
Copies of monoclonal antibodies are as similar as
possible to the originator product and are called
biosimilar antibodies” [unofficial translation].13
II.3
Scientists and Academics hold a Different
Opinion
Alexander Caleb of the Bloomberg School of Public
Health at Johns Hopkins University (USA) analyzed a
broad array of scientific literature comparing the use of
biosimilars and reference products in treating rheumatoid arthritis, psoriasis and inflammatory bowel disease, such as Crohn’s disease or ulcerative colitis. This
class of drugs suppresses the activity of a key protein in
the immune system known as tumour necrosis factor.
The literature includes phase 1 clinical trials, to deter-

mine safety, and phase 3 trials, carried out prior to marketing. It also includes studies of patients who were first
treated with the original medicine and then with the biosimilar.
According to the Annals of Internal Medicine, all the clinical trials that were analyzed, whether phase 1 or phase 3,
found biosimilars to be within the equivalence margin of
80 per cent to 125 per cent, compared with the reference
products. Although these percentages cannot be interpreted as direct evidence that some biosimilars are superior to
the originals, Caleb notes that this equivalence margin
represents the thresholds of efficacy between products.14
Caleb concludes that “based on the available evidence,
the products we studied appear comparable, and they will
definitely be cheaper”.15
“The biosimilar market is setting the stage for a veritable war”, according to Professor Miguel del Fresno of
Spain’s National Distance Education University (UNED),
who has spent years studying strategies used to hold up
the marketing first of generics and now of biosimilars.
And this war will be waged on many fronts, with battles
fought over a clear definition of biosimilars, who is authorized to prescribe them, and the choice of name (brand
name or name of active principle), as in the case of generics.
Fresno points out that “it will be crucial for public
health officials to draw a distinction between public and
private interests”, adding that “while patents protect private property, access to reasonably priced medicines protects public welfare” [unofficial translation].16

III. Classification of Biological Products by
Therapeutic Use
Biological medicines account for a growing share of national drug expenditure and, as we have seen, are expected to represent 50 per cent of the cost of all drugs sold
on world markets by 2022. Nevertheless, they make up a

List of the main characteristics differentiating conventional (chemically synthesized) medicines from those of biological origin12
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Conventional medicines

Biological medicines

Not very complex structure

Very complex structure

Low molecular weight < 1 kD

High molecular weight > 50 kD

Organic synthesis (semi-synthesis)

Synthesis from live cells/organisms

Well characterized structure

Not well characterized

Few critical stages in synthesis

Many critical stages in synthesis

Homogeneous active ingredients

Complex heterogeneous combinations

Maximum tolerated dose

Optimal biological dose

Linear dose response curve

Non-linear dose response curve

Known action mechanisms

Unknown action mechanisms

Elimination via metabolism

Elimination via degradation
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much smaller percentage of markets in terms of the
number of products sold. In the most recent WHO List
of Essential Medicines, they account for only 2.5 per
cent of the total.
The 2017 revised WHO List of Essential Medicines
comprises 433 products, 11 of which are biological:17













Bevacizumab (eye)
Erythropoietin(s) [epoetin alfa, beta and theta,
darbepoetin alfa, methoxy polyethylene glycolepoetin beta, and their respective biosimilars]
Pegylated interferon alfa (2a [patent expired], or
2b [patent expired])
Insulins, Insulin(s)
Filgrastim
Factor VIII
Factor IX
Heparins [enoxaparin, nadroparin, dalteparin]
Rituximab
Trastuzumab
Surfactant

The fact that a relatively small percentage of the
drugs needed by a country’s population accounts for
over 50 per cent of national drug expenditure constitutes a major problem for the viability of the health
systems. R&D costs for biological products do not appear to be the source of the problem. The fact is that the
pharmaceutical industry has propelled us into a new
era in which prices no longer reflect R&D costs plus a
reasonable profit margin, but are based instead on a
product’s supposed “value” in terms of days of life
“gained”, labour force recovered, or – as argued in the
case of Sofosbuvir, a drug used to treat hepatitis C – a
liver transplant. To accept this type of logic is tantamount to agreeing that the purpose of the pharmaceutical industry is to speculate on financial markets, not to
serve public health interests.
III.1
Classification of biological medicines18 by
therapeutic use
1. Products used for active immunization






Bacterial vaccines
Vaccines prepared with Rickettsias
Viral vaccines
Toxoid vaccines

2. Products used for passive immunization





Monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies
Antivenins / antitoxins
Immune globulin

3. Agents used for diagnostic purposes




Toxins
Tuberculin

4. Human blood and blood derivatives
5. Allergens
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IV. Basic Principles and Concepts Governing
the Approval of Generic Biological Medicines
As already mentioned, the structure and composition of
biological drugs are far more complex than those of conventional, chemically synthesized drugs. Biological drugs
are those “in which active protein substances are produced from living organisms”.19 It is their biological nature and, consequently, their structural and functional
complexity, that distinguishes them from chemically synthesized drugs (or “small molecules”). The relatively recent expiry of patents protecting the first biological medicines to arrive on the market has paved the way for the
development and marketing of “biosimilars, generics or
bioequivalents”.20
IV.1
EU 2006 Guidelines for the Evaluation of Competitor Therapeutic Proteins
The EU has been at forefront of efforts to adopt legislation
governing the marketing of biosimilars. In 2006, the EMA
adopted Guidelines for the evaluation of competitor therapeutic proteins (biosimilars). According to a recent
study, these Guidelines, which establish requirements for
biosimilars based on a comparability demonstration, confirm the impossibility of showing that two proteins are
identical but acknowledge the possibility of showing their
similarity through a stepwise exercise comparing the biosimilar competitor to the reference product, from the characterization stage to the clinical stage (comparative clinical study of equivalence or non-inferiority).
The EMA first approved a biosimilar in 2006 (a recombinant protein) and has to date approved a total of 28 biosimilars (see Annex I).
The concept of a biosimilar was introduced into European legislation through Commission Directives
2003/63/EC and 2004/27/EC, which define biosimilars as
biological drugs that are similar in relation to previously
approved innovator biological drugs (reference products).
A biosimilar (or similar biological medicine) is a biological
drug that contains the same active principle as the original
reference biological drug.
The ultimate aim of a “biosimilarity” evaluation is to
demonstrate that the biosimilar or generic product has a
comparable or equivalent therapeutic effect on the patient
to that of the reference drug. Countries outside the EU
may adopt legislation and standards different from those
of the EMA to evaluate biosimilarity or biological generics.
The comparability requirements set out in the EMA
Guidelines have been the subject of major criticism. 21
Indeed, the debate over whether two chemical substances
or two proteins are, or can be identical is of little interest
in evaluating their biosimilarity from the perspective of
public health since the aim is to establish therapeutic
equivalency. The only purpose of insisting on the need to
demonstrate that two proteins are identical is to block or
delay the entry of generic products into the market since
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comparability is not required to demonstrate the therapeutic efficacy and safety of a biosimilar or a generic.
Experience over the past 10 years has highlighted the
limitations of clinical comparability exercises as introduced by the EU, which are time-consuming and costly, thereby delaying the entry of biosimilar products
into the market.
It is certainly true that developing biosimilars is a
process that can take over five years and is more expensive (between 100 and 200 million dollars, depending
on the source) than developing generics. This fact is put
forward to explain the slow entry into the European
market of challengers to drugs no longer under patent
and the relatively small savings in cost as compared
with chemically synthesized generics.22
In addition, it is difficult to carry out comparative
clinical trials requiring large numbers of patients for
rare diseases or for cancers with low incidence rates.
According to Gaviria et al., some countries have
therefore considered devising pathways to approval
other than comparativity exercises. In order to use such
a pathway (individuality, simplified or fast-track), a
company must first demonstrate a high degree of similarity between the competitor drug and the reference
product in terms of quality and it must make sufficient
clinical information available to the public.23
IV.2

WHO 2009 Guidelines

It was in 2009 that the WHO Expert Committee on Biological Standardization published its Guidelines on
Evaluation of Similar Biotherapeutic Products (SBPs),24
which promote strict evaluation of the quality, safety
and efficacy of biological products along the same lines
as the standards set out by the International Council for
Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH). ICH was created in
1990 on the initiative of the pharmaceutical industries
of the United States, Europe and Japan, which promote
and fund it, in a bid to influence the standards adopted
by national drug regulatory authorities and WHO.
During the 2015 World Health Assembly, a number of
industrialized countries pushed – albeit unsuccessfully
– for the adoption of a resolution approving ICH standards. WHO Guidelines do not, for example, provide for
the same exemption from comparative clinical trials for
biological drugs as is granted to chemically synthesized
generics.
The pharmaceutical industry’s main argument,
which WHO seems to have accepted, is that it is impossible to make an identical replica of a biological medicine since biological substances, such as proteins, cannot be reproduced exactly. This argument underpins
both the 2006 EMA Guidelines and WHO’s 2009 Guidelines on Evaluation of Similar Biotherapeutic Products,
which require that comparative clinical trials be carried
out to demonstrate that a drug is similar but not identical to the reference product. However, as already men-
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tioned, such trials are not always necessary since, from the
medical perspective, the aim is not to make an identical
product but one that has an equivalent therapeutic effect.
If the product has the desired effect, there is no need for it
to be identical. The patients who take the medicine are not
identical either. The object of the exercise is to obtain
equivalent clinical results.
WHO principle of precaution, which requires clinical
trials, amounts to an extension of the principle of data
exclusivity, and that in turn keeps prices high and ultimately restricts access. It is crucial to draw a clear distinction between measures designed to ensure patient safety
and barriers intended to boost monopolies.
It is a well-known fact that many of the standards promoted by ICH are aimed at protecting markets rather than
patients: “Under the pretext of harmonizing regulatory
requirements for marketing authorization of new drugs,
the drug regulatory agencies of the world's wealthiest
countries and three pharmaceutical industry trade associations, joined together since 1990 in the ICH, are promoting their own interests by imposing their criteria for evaluating drugs on the whole world. The toxicity standards
advocated by ICH sometimes promote faster, cheaper
drug development over patient protection. The drug quality standards advocated by ICH sometimes increase manufacturing costs without providing any public health benefit.”25
In the French journal Prescrire, ICH is described as “an
exclusive club of drug regulatory agencies and drug companies”.26
It is against this backdrop that in 2014, a number of
South-American countries noted that the WHO 2009
Guidelines had never been submitted for discussion or
approval by the organization’s governing bodies. A group
of countries, led by Colombia and Argentina, therefore
promoted the adoption of Resolution WHA 67.21, 27 which
urges Member States and WHO “to work to ensure that
the introduction of new national regulations, where appropriate, does not constitute a barrier to access to quality,
safe, efficacious and affordable biotherapeutic products,
including similar biotherapeutic products;”28 The Resolution also recognizes that “pharmaceutical regulation
should contribute to the performance and sustainability of
health systems and the general welfare of society.” 29 Lastly, the Resolution requests the Director-General to update
the 2009 Guidelines on Evaluation of Similar Biotherapeutic Products – which is essentially what the countries that
promoted Resolution 67.21 were seeking.
C. Vaca and C. Gómez identified at least three types of
technical barrier set out in the WHO 2009 Guidelines: (i)
“those associated with the general requirement for sophisticated confirmatory clinical trials prior to registration, (ii)
those corresponding to the differentiation and designation
of the active principle (differential nomenclature) in relation to prescribing and marketing, and (iii) those tied to
restrictions on substitution and interchangeability”
[unofficial English translation].30
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Let us look at the second type of barrier identified by
Vaca and Gómez, namely the differentiation and designation of the active ingredient (differential nomenclature), since WHO is currently trying to impose a
scheme31 over which there is no consensus and, as we
shall see, may further block access to generic biological
drugs.

V. International Nonproprietary Names
(INNs) assigned by WHO to Biological Medicines
V.1

International Nonproprietary Names

“Nonproprietary names, also called generic or common
names, are intended to be used as public property
without restraint, i.e. nobody owns any rights on their
usage.”32
Today’s INN system was established in 1950 pursuant to World Health Assembly Resolution WHA3.11
and came into use in 1953, with the publication of the
first list of INNs for pharmaceutical substances. 33 The
current cumulative list includes some 10,000 INNs. 34
The purpose of introducing the INN system was to
provide health professionals with a unique and universally recognized number to identify each pharmaceutical substance. “The existence of an international nomenclature for pharmaceutical substances, in the form
of INNs, is important for the clear and unambiguous
identification, safe prescription and dispensing of medicines to patients, and for communication and exchange
of information among health professionals and scientists, worldwide.”35 All generic products reproduced
from the first pharmaceutical substance registered and
in circulation today have been assigned the same INN.
According to WHO, “INNs are intended to be used
globally for the identification of a specific pharmaceutical substance. So as to ensure the universal availability
of INNs for their intended purpose, they should be free
from any protection by proprietary rights – hence, the
designation nonproprietary.”36
Every INN is a unique name, also known as a generic name that is recognized worldwide and is considered
public property.37
V.2
International Nonproprietary
“Biological Qualifier” (BQ)

Names

Over the past five years, manufacturers of biological
products have pressured WHO to disregard the principle underlying INNs, namely that they “are intended to
be used as public property without restraint”. Arguing
that it is impossible to produce an “identical copy”,
manufacturers have supported the idea of assigning a
biological qualifier (BQ) to each product, whether it is
biosimilar or bioequivalent or generic.
According to certain documents issued by the WHO
Secretariat,38 the BQ concept was put forward by the
Secretariat itself, in line with the practice followed in
Japan, Australia and the United States.39 One Secretariat
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document, however, indicates that the BQ concept was
proposed at the request of “several countries” (it does not
specify which ones).40
In the document “Biological Qualifier: An INN proposal”, the WHO Secretariat states the following: “A
scheme is proposed in which a unique identification code
named a ‘Biological Qualifier’ (BQ) is assigned to all biological substances having (or eligible to have) INNs. The
BQ is an additional and independent element used in conjunction with the INN to uniquely identify a biological
substance (…) The BQ is a code formed of four random
consonants in two 2-letter blocks separated by a 2-digit
checksum.”41
The BQ scheme proposed by WHO would only complicate the introduction of generic biological drugs, giving
them an individual identity as if each were a distinct
product. In addition to restricting the concept of generic
biological drugs, the BQ scheme encourages a fragmentation of the market to the detriment of the principle of competition. The scheme may also cause confusion in the dispensing of drugs as it conveys the message that each drug
is distinct.
According to a report presented by WHO’s DirectorGeneral to the 2016 World Health Assembly:42
“66. The International Nonproprietary Names system
administered by WHO provides pharmaceutical substances a unique and universally available designated
name for the clear identification, safe prescription and
dispensing of medicines, and for communication and
exchange of information among health professionals and
scientists worldwide. The cumulative list contains approximately 10 000 names. (…)
67. Following requests from some drug regulatory authorities, the International Nonproprietary Names Expert
Group considered how WHO might develop a system for
assigning biological qualifiers. Following discussions
among interested parties, including through a web consultation, the Expert Group at the 61st Consultation on
International Nonproprietary Names (Geneva, 13−16
October 2015) recommended a voluntary scheme whereby
application for a biological qualifier could be made to the
International Nonproprietary Names secretariat. The
biological qualifier code would not be a constituent part of
the International Nonproprietary Names, but an additional and independent element used in conjunction with
it. The Secretariat subsequently initiated an impact assessment study, to report to the International Nonproprietary Names Expert Group in 2016, on whether introducing such biological qualifiers would influence access
or affect other aspects of public health.”
In working document 17.411 “Biological Qualifier (BQ):
A global initiative and consequences for not implementing BQ” presented in March 2017,43 the WHO Secretariat
refers to a “global initiative”. An initiative taken where
and by whom? The document confines itself to listing the
consequences of non-implementation of the BQ scheme
without analyzing or even mentioning the consequences
of actually implementing the scheme. The title of the doc-
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ument alone suggests that WHO has already decided to
introduce the BQ scheme. Yet, to give each biosimilar
an individual identity by assigning it a different BQ
contradicts the very philosophy and raison d’être of the
INN system.
In June 2017, the following information appeared on
the website of the WHO Department of Essential Medicines:
“Following requests from some drug regulatory
authorities, the INN Expert Group recommended
that WHO develop a system for assignment of
Biological Qualifiers to similar biotherapeutic
products (SBPs).
After discussions among interested parties and
approval by the INN Expert Group, a voluntary
scheme is proposed by which an application can
be made to the INN Secretariat for a Biological
Qualifier (BQ).”44
The proposed BQ scheme, however voluntary it may
be, could compromise the entire INN system and further delay the marketing of generic biological drugs.
For this reason, it should be rejected by WHO governing bodies.
WHO has delayed issuing clear and universal guidelines while tolerating a situation in which countries
may use whatever name they wish,45 as some have already started to do. Allowing countries to decide on an
individual basis which INN applies to a particular biological product is tantamount to condoning a confusing
state of affairs that contradicts the very purpose of the
INN system.

has created a further obstacle by introducing a biological
qualifier (BQ) that unnecessarily assigns a unique code to
each generic biological medicine.
It is a source of major concern that WHO has not issued
international guidelines based on the principle underlying
the INN system, namely that: “International Nonproprietary Names, also known as generic names, are intended to
be used as public property without restraint, i.e. nobody
owns any rights on their usage”.
In any debate on the impossibility of producing
“identical” drugs, it should be made clear that what is at
stake is not identical products but therapeutic equivalents.
What matters to the patient, as we have said, is whether or
not a drug can prevent, cure or mitigate the effects of the
illness.
Certain biological drugs have revolutionized the treatment of cancer, arthritis and inflammatory bowel disease.
Meanwhile, health-care costs have skyrocketed, with huge
profits accruing to pharmaceutical companies.48
There are obviously differences between the reproduction of biological products and that of chemically synthesized ones. However, there is no reason why biological
products cannot be reproduced under a clear set of rules
that protect patients while ensuring affordable access to
all those who need them.
Instead of biosimilars, interchangeable biosimilars or
bioequivalents, why not simply opt for biological generics?
We hope that WHO will succeed in issuing clear guidelines prioritizing patient protection over the financial interests of pharmaceutical companies.

Conclusions
The debate on generic medicines is not new. What
makes it different today is that attacks levelled against
biological products are couched in ever more
“technical” and abstruse language that confuses even
the World Health Organization.
Innovative biological drugs which have been introduced on the market in the past 20 to 30 years46 make
up, in terms of numbers, no more than 2.5 per cent 47 of
the WHO Model List of Essential Medicines, but in
terms of cost, account for 15 per cent to 20 per cent of
national drug expenditure.
The high price of biological drugs stems mainly from
two new factors: first, a change in the pharmaceutical
industry’s approach to price-setting, whereby prices no
longer reflect the true costs of research and development plus a reasonable profit margin. They are now
based on the product’s supposed “value” to the pharmaceutical industry in terms of financial speculation,
not on its role in promoting public health. Secondly,
high prices are the result of the unjustified strengthening of intellectual property rights and the introduction
of additional barriers to the entry of generic drugs into
the market. Instead of clarifying the situation, WHO
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